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" test or colonoscopy

8 cm.â€”Digital examination

25cm.â€”Sigmoidoscopy

Routine digital examination
explores only 8 cm. of the colon.
Sigmoidoscopy reveals an additional
17cm. But colorectal cancer can occur
throughout the colon. And it's often
asymptomatic.
That's why the Hemoccult* test is so
valuable as a preliminary diagnostic screen.
The Hemocculf test is a reliable detector
of blood throughout the colon.
In addition, it's accurate, inexpensive,
simple to use and easy to read. The test
can be done in your office in minutes,
or given to your patient to take home and
return by mail.
More than 120,000 cases of colorectal
cancer will occur in the United States
this year. The earlier they are diagnosed,
the greater the chances for successful
treatment. Send for your free Hemoccult"
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Med., 268: 393-401,
1963; 270: 922-927,
1964;
277: 30-36,
1964; 275: 87-93,
1966; and 285:
307-311,
1971). From such gross observations on
human disorders for which no animal models were
known, new perceptions of cancer biology could be
made by laboratory investigators.
Alfred G. Knudson, Jr., Ph.D., New Director of the
Institute for Cancer Research, Fox Chase Cancer
Center, Philadelphia, synthesized this and other infor
mation concerning several childhood tumors (retinoblastoma and, with Louise C. Strong, Wilms' tumor

In the early 1960s, the epidemiology-etiology
of
childhood cancer other than leukemia was unex
plored. Data by cell type were generally not available
from death certificates on which cancers were coded
by anatomical location. In consequence, for example,
Ewing's tumor and osteosarcoma were merged under
a single code number for malignant bone tumors in
the International Classification of Diseases.
Through the use of medical records in multihospital
series and by receding about 40,000 diagnoses on
death certificates for children who died of cancer in
the United States in the 1960s, Robert W. Miller, M.D.,
Chief of the Clinical Epidemiology Branch, and asso
ciates at the National Cancer Institute showed dy
namic changes in mortality by single year of age for
certain cancers, a gradual rise with age of other
neoplasms, the near absence of Ewing's sarcoma in
blacks, the types of cancer diagnosed at birth or soon
thereafter (indicative of intrauterine origin), the occur
rence of certain malformations with specific cancers
(e.g., Wilms' tumor and aniridia, now known to be
related to deletion of a portion of the short arm of
chromosome 11, as shown on the cover), the in
creased risk of certain cancers in siblings and families,
and their similarity to the types of cancer that occur
as second primaries in individual patients (N. Engl. J.

and neuroblastoma) to show that, when these neo
plasms were multifocal and/or familial, the age at
diagnosis was generally earlier than in sporadic, nonfamilial cases (Proc. Nati. Acad. Sci., U.S.A., 68:820823, 1971 ; J. Nati. Cancer Inst., 48: 312-324, 1972;
and Am. J. Hum. Genet., 24: 514-532,
1972). The
differences in the shapes of the graphs for the two
classes of tumors (i.e., hereditary-multifocal
versus
sporadic-unifocal)
suggested that one postzygotic
event was involved in the former, two in the latter. In
the hereditary cases, the first event was a germinal
mutation that affected all target cells, and the second
was a postzygotic event which produced transforma
tion, often at more than one site. In the nonhereditary
cases, both events were postzygotic which by rare
chance would affect the same cell, thus accounting
for the unifocal nature of the tumors in these patients.
Subsequent observations by other investigators sup
port the hypothesis, as for example the discovery by
Bove and McAdams that in bilateral Wilms' tumor
subcapsular renal dysplasia is consistently found.
These lesions presumably represent an effect of the
germinal mutation, which a second (postzygotic) event
may transform into a malignant tumor. Knudson and
Strong also showed that Wilms' tumor associated with
aniridia behaved like the hereditary form of that tumor
and noted that a chromosomal deletion could account
for the association. Patients with the deletion (shown
by Riccardi to be at 11 p13) may have aniridia without
Wilms' tumor, further indicating that a second event is
involved in the genesis of this tumor.
Dr. Miller (right), b. 1921, received his medical
training at the University of Pennsylvania and a doc
toral degree in epidemiology at the University of Mich
igan. Dr. Knudson (left), b. 1922, received his medical
training at Columbia University and a doctorate in
biochemistry and genetics at the California Institute of
Technology. Both were trained in pediatrics.
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